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During the month of November 1973 Southern California will be the scene of a number of 

important numismatic events. Several major coin conventions will take place at that time. The first 

convention under the auspices of the Society for International Numismatics will be held at the 

International Hotel, close to the Los Angeles International Airport, on November 9-11. . Joel L. 
Malter & Co., Inc. will hold the associated auction. Hard bound catalogues will be available by 

October 1, 1973 at $3.00 each, postpaid. 

Joel L. Malter & Co.’s first auction will feature: exquisite Greek bronzes from the Virzi 

Collection * top Greek silver, including an excellent collection of Seleucid pieces * rare Judaean 

silver and bronze coins * magnificent Roman Republican aes grave * rare and choice Roman 
imperial coins, including some fabulous aurei * an outstanding collection of Alexandrian silver and 

bronze * late Roman and Byzantine gold * rare and interesting medieval coins, including a fine 

collection of English gold and silver * early European thalers * modern gold and silver, including 

many rarities. Below are some coins to be included in the auction. 

We are still interested in obtaining choice and rare 

coins for this auction. The closing date for accepting 

: consignments will be September 1, 1973. If you have 

a coins of quality which you would like to consign, 

please ship them at once. 
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Volume 2, Number 2 of the JOURNAL OF 
NUMISMATIC FINE ARTS presents a fine 
article by Christopher Ehrhardt on the coins THE COINS OF CASSANDER 
of Cassander of Macedon, written while the Christopher Ehrhardt 25 
gainer Was attenuing {he Suminer seminar at: . =, © > eee es : 
the American Numismatic Society and draw- COINS OF THE BIBLE LANDS 33 
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The coin offerings are mostly the fruits of a AN OFFERING OF 
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chosen a Biblical theme, featuring Graeco- 
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coins with Judaean or Biblical references, and 
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silver’). The enthusiastic response to our 
last offering of cylinder seals prompted us to 
list a new group, researched in the same 

manner. For those collectors who have been 

dismayed recently by ever-rising prices we 
have included an extensive listing of coins 

of the Roman Republic, probably the most 
underpriced area left in the field of ancient 
numismatics, yet one of the most fascinating. 
In addition we offer several new hoards which 
have come into our hands and, finally, a 

group of smaller Egyptian antiquities. 

Pictured on the cover is the interior of an Attic 
red-figure kylix by the Akestorides Painter (c. 460 
B.C., workshop of Douris). The painting shows a 
youth conversing with a seated girl within a border 
of meanders and crosses—a gentle scene of touching 
modesty, The exterior of the cup is painted with 
youths conversing between palmettes. Dr. Richter 
in her work Red-Figured Athenian Vases in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art writes of this painter: 
“We have few pictures of such grace and feeling 
expressed by means so simple....The style of the 
Akestorides Painter is related to that of the Painter 
of Munich 2660 as well as that of the early Euaion 
Painter, but his works have a delicacy of feeling not 
attained by either of those artists.” (pp. 137, 138) 
Price on request. 
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THE COINS OF CASSANDER 

By Christopher Ehrhardt 

This article was written as a result of research undertaken by the author at the summer 
seminar of 1971 at the American Numismatic Society. The author wishes to thank the 
staff at the A.N.S. for their assistance with particular thanks to the Curator, Mrs. 
Margaret Thompson. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

On June 10th 323 B.C. Alexander the Great 

died in Babylon.’ The official account was that he 

died of a fever, aggravated by heavy drinking, but 

rumor quickly spread that the king had been 

poisoned at the instigation of Antipater, his 

viceroy in Macedonia, and that Antipater’s eldest 

son, Cassander, brought the poison to Babylon. 

The rumor may well be true.” 
Alexander’s nominal successors were his half- 

witted half-brother Arrhidaeus, renamed Philip 

(the Third) when he became king, and _ his 

posthumous son, Alexander IV. The post of 

guardian of the kings, therefore, was one of great 

authority. In 321 the Macedonian army gave 

Antipater this position,’ and he took the two 

kings and Rhoxane, Alexander’s widow, to 

Macedonia.* Two years later he died. Cassander 

had expected to inherit his father’s position and 

was bitterly disappointed when Antipater, a little 
before his death, instead appointed Polyperchon, 

one of his old friends, guardian. Cassander fled 

from Macedonia and incited several of the satraps 

to attack Polyperchon.° He also persuaded 
Eurydice, Philip III’s wife, to bring her husband 

over to his side, and for a time in 317 Eurydice 

was in effectual control of Macedonia, on 

Cassander’s behalf. But Olympias, Alexander’s 
mother, who had been in her native Epirus since 

331 or 332,’ returned to Macedonia, won over 

most of the country, captured Eurydice and 

Philip, and put them to death.* Within a few 

months, however, Cassander reconquered all of 

Macedonia except for Pella, Amphipolis, and 

Pydna, which he besieged. Olympias herself was 

in Pydna, and when the city was starved out,’ in 
the first half of 316, Cassander had her killed. 

Pella and Amphipolis then surrendered to him,!° 

and he imprisoned young Alexander IV and his 

mother in Amphipolis. From then on, Cassander 

behaved as king of Macedonia, though he did not 

yet take the royal title: he married Philip II’s 

daughter, Thessalonice; he gave the dead king, 

Philip III, and his wife royal funeral honors; and 

he founded cities—Cassandreia and Thessalo- 

nica—in his wife’s name and his own.'! His rule 
in fact was secure from 316 until his death. 

But the wars of the successors still went on. 

They made a peace in 311, on the basis that each 

dynast should keep what he held, but that 

Cassander would rule Macedonia only until 

Alexander IV came of age. About a year later he 

killed the boy and had no more rivals.'* 
In 305 Cassander followed the example of the 

other dynasts and took the royal title’? —this is 
the only event his coinage unambiguously records. 

In 301 his troops took part in the decisive battle 

of Ipsus, where Antigonus the One-eyed was 

killed, and with him the last possibility of 

re-uniting Alexander’s empire, but Cassander was 

not there; he had put his forces under the 

command of his friend and neighbor Lysimachus, 

king of Thrace. 

Cassander’s last years, after Ipsus, were spent 

in peace. He died probably in 298 and was 

succeeded by two of his sons.'* One of these drove 
out the other and then was murdered by 

Demetrius the Besieger, son of Antigonus the 

One-eyed, who thus became king of Macedonia in 

294," 



THE BRONZE COINAGE 

In his own name Cassander struck only 

bronze. The earliest variety bears only his name in 

the genitive, KAYYANAPOY; several varieties, some 

in various sizes, have his royal title, BAXIAEQS 

KAXZANAPOY. These latter cannot be earlier than 

305, nor later than Cassander’s death, for his sons 

struck coins with their own names and types; the 

later varieties, therefore, lasted at most about 

eight years, and of them some 150 issues are 

Fig. 1 

attested. The first variety, without the royal title, 

is attested in only 17 or 18 issues, so one would 

suppose that it covers much less than eight years . 

There are three possible dates for Cassander’s 

coinage to begin: in 316, when he got control of 

Macedonia; in 311, when his rivals recognised his 

control; and in 309, after the murder of Alexander 
IV. Of these, 316 seems definitely too early, and 

309 is unsuitable since the murder was kept secret, 

so 311 is most likely. 

The first variety (Fig. 1) has an obverse— 

Herakles’ head—familiar to Macedonians both 

from regal coinage (including Alexander’s) and 

from the bronzes of Philippi. The reverse, 

however, was new: lions do appear on coins of 

Perdiccas III, Philip II’s elder brother, but this 

sedate and dignified posture has no predecessors. '° 

It may be best to run through all the types of 

Cassander’s bronze and show how they interlock 

with earlier types before going on to discuss them 

chronologically. 

The Philippi bronze with Herakles’ head 

obverse (Fig. 1) has a tripod reverse; Cassander 

picks this up but, appropriately, puts Apollo on 

the obverse (Fig. 1). There are two varieties of 

this with the inscription on the reverse having 

either KAXYZYANAPOY or BAXIAEQY on the left of 

the tripod and the other word on the right, but 

the two varieties share mint marks, and the order 

of the inscription does not seem to be significant. 

However the Apollo obverse is not new; it occurs 

on Philip II’s large issue’’ —with a horseman on 

the reverse. Characteristically, Cassander takes 

that reverse and combines it with a different 

obverse—Herakles again (Fig. 2). 

Cassander also has lions on the coins which 

bear the royal title, however these are not sitting 

but walking, in the same sort of attitude as 

Perdiccas’. Almost always they face left; one coin 

(Fig. 2) with lion facing right is, as far as I can 

tell, unique—Oeconomus, who described Cas- 

sander’s bronze coins in 1918, does mention an 

issue with lion right, but for it he only cites E. T. 

Mionnet, and Mionnet wrote, “/ion marchant a 

gauche.”'* So I was rather pleased to find this (in 
the A.N.S. collection, unpublished,) but the 

variation probably has no more significance than 

the difference in the order of the inscription on 

the tripod reverses. 

Alexander, of course, was fond of Herakles 

too. One bronze of his (Fig. 3) bears the hero’s 

face on the obverse and his weapons—club and 

bow—on the reverse. Cassander continued the 

reverse type but put Athene, Herakles’ protectress, 

on the obverse (Fig. 3). Finally, there is a variety 

which is only tenuously connected with what went 

before: a helmet—facing either left or right—and 
on the reverse, on some specimens of the smaller 

size a club, on the larger a spear head. These 

never have mint marks, and I have no explanation 

for their type or suggestions for their place of 

origin. 

Fig. 2 



There is not much hoard evidence for this 
coinage. The Drama hoard of over 750 bronzes!? 
contained large numbers of coins of Philippi, 
Philip II, and Alexander—including those illus- 
trated above—and one specimen of the so-called 
“anonymous bronze,”*? but no Cassanders. It 
seems to have been buried within a few years of 
Alexander’s death. 

Fig. 3 

In 1915 a hoard of 231 bronzes and one 
Alexander silver tetradrachm was found at Pella, 
the old capital of Macedonia, and published by G. 
P. Oeconomus in 1918.*! The bronzes are all of 
Cassander, and Oeconomus took the opportunity 
of giving a full discussion and very useful list of 
all the Cassander coinage then known, including 
the considerable collection at Athens. He found 
121 issues; I have been able to list 176, of which I 
have seen specimens or photos of 107; of the 
remaining 69, 24 are attested only by Mionnet, 
and one may well doubt if they all actually 
existed. 

The Pella hoard was found in a pot in 
excavations by the Greek Archaeological Service. 
It contained only two bronze varieties, both with 
the legend BASIAEQY KAYYANAPOY; the larger 
size with the horseman reverse and the smaller 
with the walking lion(both Fig. 2). It is notable 
that it had none of the earlier series without the 
royal title, which suggests it was put together over 
a very short time from the coins current in the 
district. Oeconomus (art. cit. 3 and 5), following 
Leake, Numismata Hellenica 10, London, 1856 

and Supplement, 1859, thought that on some 

specimens of the lion reverse he could see a spear 

broken by the lion’s jaws and forepaws, which 

certainly occurs on bronzes of Perdiccas III of the 

type mentioned earlier. But I could not find it and 

asked Miss Margaret Thompson’s opinion, and 

she confirmed that the marks are only flaws on 

the coins or dies;** the coins generally are not 

carefully struck and often show cracked dies, 
especially on the reverse. Oeconomus, however, 
following this supposed observation, connected the 
broken spear with the victory at Ipsus and thus 
got a date—301-298—for the issue. This has to be 
abandoned; these coins, like all those with 
BAXIAEQX, cannot be dated more precisely than 
305-298. 

On all the series except those with helmet 
obverses there occur mint marks, either letters or 
symbols. When tabulated, they show that the first 
series, without BASIAEQS, has no significant 
overlaps with any of the others—from which, of 
course, it is also chronologically separate—and 
also that the Apollo/tripod series is isolated. 
There are too few specimens of the Athene series 
(and of various other small series associated more 
or less probably with Cassander) to allow any 
conclusions; but the two series with BASIAEQ> 
and Herakles’ head—the rider reverse and the lion 
reverse—have ten or more combinations of mint 
marks (not just single letters or symbols) in 
common, and they fit well together, the lions as 
“units” and the horsemen as “doubles” in Newell’s 
terminology. They were obviously issued by the 
same officials, and presumably at the same place. 
Since they were the only varieties found in the 
Pella hoard, it is plain they were struck at Pella. 
This also agrees with Newell’s opinion, which is 
plain both from his published obiter dictd@? and 
the arrangement of his trays. It is very likely that 
the earlier series without BAXIAEQS was also 
struck at Pella, for it is very similar in style 
and fabric to these two. Newell attributed the 
Apollo/tripod series to Amphipolis,”* basing his 
view on a comparison of mint marks with those 
on the silver from Amphipolis; I have found no 
particularly close correspondence in my examin- 
ation of the Amphipolis silver, which is discussed 
in the next section of this article; and the types 
tempt me to attribute them to Philippi, though 
this would leave the Amphipolis mint without 
bronze,*unless the Athene and helmet types were 
struck there. Oeconomus, by the way, attributed 
the bronzes to some fifteen mints scattered over 

Macedonia and Greece (art. cit. 1 3-18), following 

the general pattern of L. Miiller’s distribution of 

the Alexander silver coinage.**? Head’s refutation 
of Miiller’s view appeared in 1882*° and Newell’s 
Reattributions in 1912, so both should have been 

known in Greece by 1918. There is nothing to add 
to Newell’s rejection. 



THE SILVER OF AMPHIPOLIS 

Cassander struck no silver in his own name, 

but the Macedonian mints continued to strike in 

the name of Alexander the Great down to 294, 

when Demetrius the Besieger introduced his own 

types.’ There were three mints in the country, 

two at Pella and Amphipolis and a third which 

has not been certainly located, though it may have 

been Philippi.“ Amphipolis was by far the most 

prolific of these; I have examined the tetra- 

drachms from it in the A.N.S. collection— there 

are about 350 from the period 318-294—and tried 
to arrange them in order to see which were struck 

under Cassander. 

For the bronze, as we have seen, there was 

only one useful hoard, but it was found in proper 

excavations and fully published. For the silver 
there are dozens of hoards which may be relevant, 

but hardly any have been found in excavations, 

very few have been preserved complete, many 

have never been published and are now dispersed, 

while for others there are only summary lists 

(quite often in unintelligible languages); only a few 

are properly published. So to begin with we have 

to make a list of the hoards which are or may be 

useful and of which details are available. 

Of these, the first and by far the most 

important is that from Demanhur in Egypt (Noe, 

324). This contained at least 8000 Alexander 

tetradrachms and was buried in 318 B.C.—this is 
proved by the dated coins of Sidon and Ake. 

Newell (Numismatic Notes and Monographs 19) 

was able to describe nearly 5000 specimens from 

the hoard, including 1582 from Amphipolis, and 

his conclusion that it gives the complete range of 

Alexander issues from there down to 318 has been 

confirmed by the later appearance of over 1000 

more specimens from the hoard, with no new 

Amphipolis issues among them (Newell’s notes in 

A.N:S.). 

This great quantity of material made _ it 

possible to assign Alexander tetradrachms to their 

several mints on stylistic and other grounds and 

provided a firm basis for placing tetradrachms 

struck later than 318 as well. There have been no 

serious modifications of Newell’s attributions. 

One point worth noting is that this very large 

hoard was quite certainly buried in 318, yet we 

can find no historic event to explain it. There were 

no wars, invasions or rebellions in Egypt at the 

time—indeed the country was as peaceful as any 

could be during the wars of the successors. So one 

need not look for an historical explanation for 

every pot of coins hidden in a back yard. 

Down to Alexander’s death, Amphipolis and 

Babylon supplied most of the large silver for his 

empire, but after 323 Amphipolis’ share dropped 

rapidly. This is already plain from the latest issues 

at Demanhur; it is fully documented by G. K. 

Jenkins in relation to hoards from Kuft and 

Phacous in Egypt, probably buried c. 308 and 304 

respectively,’ and by Bellinger on the Byblus 

hoard, buried c. 308.°° So after Demanhur there 

are no Middle East hoards with their dated 

Phoenician coins which contain anything like a 

full range of Amphipolis issues; on the other 

hand, coins from Asia no longer reached Europe 

in large numbers, so there are no hoards from 

Greece or the Balkans which contain a significant 

number of precisely dated coins. Dating evidence, 

therefore, is largely indirect, but not hopeless. 

. rh at 

Fig. 4 

After Demanhur, the next important hoard is 

Abu Hommos (Noe 5) in Egypt, with 750 

tetradrachms of Alexander and Philip III, buried 

in or soon after 311, as proved by its Ake coins. 

So it provides a good terminus ante quem for the 

handful of Amphipolis issues in it. 
The Aleppo hoard (Noe 29) of over 900 

tetradrachms, buried 307/6 or soon after, had 
twelve Amphipolis issues later than Demanhur 

from three different series. It is basic for arranging 

these issues. The hoards from Kuft and Phacous 

mentioned above both have some Amphipolis 

issues, but neither can be quite certainly dated; 

Byblus, also mentioned above, is firmly dated to 

309/78, but it has only one Amphipolis coin not 

represented at Demanhur. 



There are hoards from Europe—from Lamia 

and Megara (Noe 595 and 669), about which I 

shall say something later, and two small ones 

from Macedonia found in 1961 and 1962°! 
—which are self-consistent and seem to be earlier 
than Cassander’s death, since they contain no 

coins of the successors; but this may be due to 

chance (it is notoriously unsafe to argue from 

silence), so with these there is always the danger 
of circular argument. 

Closing the list, there is a considerable number 

of hoards buried between c. 295 and c. 275, of 

which the fullest is from Armenak in Cilicia (Noe 

67), from which 148 tetradrachms as well as many 

specimens of other denominations are in the 

A.N.S. collection. This hoard was buried in 280 

and contains 40 out of the 69 post-Demanhur 

varieties from Amphipolis. 

These 69 varieties, if one ignores some small 

issues, fall into four main groups. All, of course, 
have the standard Alexander types—obverse: 

Herakles’ head in lion skin, facing right; reverse, 

seated Zeus, facing left, eagle on left hand, sceptre 

in right. In all there are mint marks in the left 

field on the reverse and under Zeus’ throne. There 

are never mint marks on the obverse. 

Fig. 5 

In the first group, the mark under the throne, 

f], remains constant, while that in the field 

changes. In Fig. 4 the coin on the left is an 

Amphipolis variety from Demanhur and that on 

the right one of the ll group, showing that 
although there are no die links as far as I can 

discover, there is stylistic continuity. 

In the other groups (Fig. 5, 6 and 9), it is the 

mark in the field which remains constant: in the 

second group it is A over Bucranium (we shall 

come back to this); in the third A over Race 

Torch (the earlier issues in this group have A over 

0 

T over Torch); and in the fourth Star over 
Obelisk. 

One striking point about these groups is that 

there are no die links between them at all, though 

they have all the same obverse type, and there are 
obvious stylistic resemblances. As I have said, 

there are some 350 specimens in the A.N.S. trays 
and some 50 more in the photo file there, and I 

discovered dozens of die links, but none to join 
one group to another. 

Secondly, there are half a dozen very small 

miscellaneous issues which come between Deman- 

hur and the Fl group; these and the M\ group have 

no links among themselves, but there are also no 

shared mint marks or very close resemblances of 

style to join these earlier groups with the later 

ones, with A and with Obelisk. There is a definite 
break in style after the Fl group. 

Thirdly, although there are no die links 
between the three later groups, there are close 

stylistic links and, more important, they are 

connected by shared mint marks. Let us consider 

style first, for it is very largely subjective. The two 

coins on the left in Fig. 6 are both from 
Amphipolis, and the obverses are really very 

dissimilar, but they have the same mint marks on 

the reverse. They do show how wide a range of 

style there could be at one mint, and yet they 

obviously belong together and are apart from the 
one on the right, which in fact comes from Pella. 

The Pella specimen is included because it too has 
A Torch on the reverse—which shows that the 

mark indicates a person or persons, the mint 

supervisors, not a place. This is rather surprising, 

for a priori one would expect the torch to indicate 
the mint of Amphipolis, since it is the normal 

reverse type on autonomous coins of Amphipolis 

(Head, Historia Nummorum,*®* 215). However, the 
Star Obelisk which later replaces it is not the 

symbol of a mint, and we can in fact prove that 
its parts belong to separate officials. 

We first find it as a subordinate mark, under 
the throne on the A Torch series, with Star above, 

Obelisk below (Fig. 7). Then it is promoted to left 

field, with a Wreath taking the position under the 

throne, and an X appears above the Star, which in 

turn sits on the Obelisk (in Copenhagen there is a 
specimen with X on top, then Obelisk, and Star at 
the bottom, SNG Copenhagen 707). However, Star 

and Obelisk did not like X on top, and on this 

hastily cut reverse the Obelisk has a turn at the 

top, and the X sinks to the bottom. X stays there 



(Fig. 8), but Obelisk loses his position at the top 

again, and we get the normal order, reading from 

the top, of Star, Obelisk, X. This issue, in- 

cidentally, is die-linked with the last one. 

This combination lasts for a time, outliving 
two or three marks under the throne, for example 

the © in Fig. 9. But then X gets pushed out, and 

Star and Obelisk have the left field to themselves, 

till © gets promoted from under the throne to the 

left field. There is in fact an issue with 1 under 
the throne and Star Obelisk © in left field, but the 
A.N.S. has no specimen in the main tray, so I 

have illustrated one with ME under the throne 

instead—which incidentally is found as well with 

Star Obelisk but no 0 in the left field. These last 

issues, with Star Obelisk in the left field, give a 
vivid picture of infighting and jockeying for 

position at the mint, and I would place them after 
Cassander’s death—it is hard to imagine this 

going on while he was alive. Stylistically, too, they 

belong at the end of the series (note the 
flamboyant treatment of the lion’s mane on the 

obverse, compared with earlier ones), and they are 

not found in the hoards which ante-date Cas- 

sander’s death. 

—-30- 

As for dating, I would place the Fl series in 

318-16 and suggest it was cut short by Cas- 
sander’s war against Olympias. After his victory, 

new Officials were in charge and produced the A 

Bucranium series, followed by the A T Torch and 

A Torch series. A Torch started early enough for a 

few specimens of early issues to reach Aleppo, 

slightly worn, and be buried by 306. The A Torch 

series, I think, continued throughout Cassander’s 

reign and was succeeded by a couple of small 

series not described here and then by the Star 

Obelisk series, which ended with Demetrius the 

Besieger’s gaining the kingdom in 294. 

So much for the Alexanders, but there are still 

some unanswered questions about the Philips. 

First, where is Philip III? He was universally 

recognized as Alexander’s successor in 323, and 

from that date many of the mints in the 

empire issued coins with the standard Alexander 
types, but the legend #IAIIIIIOY instead of 

AAEXANAPOY. Moreover, Antipater brought him 
back to Macedonia in 321, so for four years Philip 

was in the country, and for several months in 317 

his wife was practically ruling it in his name. As 
one would expect, Pella, the capital, coined in his 



name, but Amphipolis, which had a much greater 
output, did not. I cannot explain this. 

Secondly, there are the posthumous Philip II 
tetradrachms. Alexander changed his coinage 
from the so-called Phoenician weight standard, 
which his father had used, to the Attic standard, 
and all his coins after his invasion of Asia adhere 
to it. But meanwhile the Macedonian mints went 

on coining Philip II tetradrachms in the old types 

and on the old standards—or perhaps resumed 

their coinage after Alexander’s death. Fig. 5 

shows a typical one, sharing a mint mark with an 

Alexander from Amphipolis and doubtless struck 

there. These posthumous Philips are not parti- 

cularly rare but are not often found in hoards; I 

know of only two—one from Megara in central 

Greece, from which the specimen illustrated 

comes (a large part of this hoard is now on the 
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bed of the Irish Sea, sent there by a German 

torpedo in 1917, but much of it is in the A.N.S. 

collection, having belonged to Newell),*’ and the 
other from Lamia, north of Thermopylae, on the 

borders of Thessaly, which has never been 

published but was quite fully described by A. D. 

Keramopoullos in 1902, when he published a 

hoard from Epidaurus.** He was the first to realise 

that these Philips are posthumous—and the fact 

was still doubted 25 years later?> —but since of 

the 54 sets of mint marks in the three Alexander 

groups discussed here, 24 occur on Philip II 

tetradrachms, I think the fact cannot be doubted. 

However, the Philips stop with Cassander’s death; 

there are none with the Star Obelisk marks. 

Amphipolis Alexanders, as we have seen, are 

found in. hoards all over the Middle East and in 

fact occur in hoards buried as late as 200 B.C. in 

Asia Minor and Syria, but there is no record of 

any Philip II silver from anywhere outside 

Europe—and, incidentally, Philip II gold, though 

struck on the same standard as Alexander’s 

(unlike the silver), is also very rare in Asia; I 

know of only three instances out of dozens of 

hoards. So the silver, and the gold too, must have 

been struck for use in Europe. From the Lamia 

and Megara hoards, of which it formed a 

respectable percentage, we know that it, like the 

Alexanders, circulated in Greece, but its principal 

destination was probably the Celts in the Danube 

valley. It is likely that they only started their 

imitations of the Philips after the supply from 

Macedonia ceased. But that is another story. 

'‘* H. Bengston, Griechische Geschichte (2nd ed., 

Munich 1960), 386-7. 

'S E.T. Newell, Zhe Coinage of Demetrius Poliorcetes, 

(Oxford 1927), 78-79. 

'© BM.C. nos. 2-8. 

'" H. Gaebler, Die Antiken Miinzen Nord-Griechenlands 

Vol. 3, plate xxxi, no. 9. 

'* G.P.  Oeconomus, 

Kaooavépov Archaiologikon Deltion, 1918, 1-29 & pl.1; 

T.E. Mionnet, Description de medailles antiques (Paris 

1806) S. 535-538. 

' ALR. Bellinger, Amer. Num. Soc. Museum Notes, 11, 

1964, 37-52; a _ very article for the 

organization and chronology of the bronze coinage and 

the significance of the mint marks. 

°° Bellinger, 140; B.V. Head, Historia 

Nopicpata Tov Bacttkewo 

important 

art. cit. no. 



Nummorum (2nd ed., London 1911, reprint 1963), 227 (n. 19), 36. 

no. 1. , *” A.N.S. Museum Notes 9, 1960, 17-37, esp. 30. 
1 Oeconomus, art. cit; S. Noe, A Bibliography of Greek  Berytus 10 (1950/51), 37-49, esp. 48-49. 

Coin Hoards (2nd ed., Numismatic Notes and ‘' E. Varoucha, Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique, 
Monographs 78, New York 1937), no. 796. 1962, 419-421. 

S.N.G., Copenhagen (Copenhagen 1943), nos. 2 Noe 669. 

1154-1157, follows Oeconomus’ description. A.D. Keramopoullos, Arch. Eph. 1903 coll. 101-103; 
3 Newell, op. cit., 99 n. 20; 120 n. 14. Woe 595. 

* Ibid. 99 n. 20. * K. Regling, Die griechischen Miinzen der Sammlung 
‘> Numismatique d’Alexandre le Grand, (Copenhagen Warren, (Berlin 1906), 104. Confirming 

1855). . Keramopoullos, A. Mamroth, Berlin Numismatische 
26 Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. 2, Third Series (1882), Zeitschrift 1 (1949), 13-16. 

296ff. *° See R. Forrer, Keltische Numismatik, 2nd ed., rev. 
27 Newell, op. cit. 79: 99-100; 101-102; 115-116. by K. Castelin and others, Graz 1969. 

* But see against this view Bellinger art. cit. 

ANNOUNCING ARCHEONUMIS 

The Journal of Numismatic Fine Arts is proud to draw its readers’ attention to a fine new 

review of archaeology, ancient art and numismatics, edited by Bernard Poindessault and Alain Weil. 

i 

AN REVUE OAR DE NUMISMEIOC ER, BP OA ROEIOROGKE 2] 

ARCHEONUMIS presents illustrated articles by France’s greatest authorities on archaeology 
and numismatics, written in a pleasant and informal style. The latest discoveries and scholarly 

advances are thus made accessible to the general reading public. Also reports on recent develop- 

ments in the European coin market. A good way to keep abreast of the dramatic events which 
are having such an impact on our own American market for ancient and foreign coins. Text in 
French. 

Subscription rate: 80 Francs per year. Mail your subscription today to: 

ARCHEONUMIS—Abonnements 
5, rue Bayard 
Paris 8©, France 
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COINS AND ARTIFACTS 
A PRICE LIST OF ARTICLES FOR SALE 

TERMS 

All of the coins and artifacts for sale in this cata- this amount, please add $ .SO for postage and hand- 
logue are guaranteed to be genuine and as described. ling.) California residents, please add the appropriate 
The grading of all items is very conservative. Coins sales tax. 
are sent on a five day approval basis. Orders with As most coins are one of a kind, a list of alternate 
accompanying payments (and alternate selections) choices is recommended. Please note that the illus- 
are preferred, and postal charges will not be affixed trations are not necessarily according to scale. See 
to all such orders over $10.00. (Orders for less than text description for sizes. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

AE = base metal; AE25 or 25 mm = base F = fine; VG = very good; G = good; fair 

metal coin of 25 millimeters in diameter; (poorest condition listed) 

— = size of diameter of flan VF/F = obverse of coin is very fine, reverse fine 

AR silver; AV = gold; EL = electrum; std. = seated; stg. = standing; hd. = head; 
Bil = billon r. =right; 1 = left. 

4dr = tetradrachm, den = denarius; sest = ses- RR = very rare 
tertius; dup = dupondius es. 

G. = circa 
obv = obverse; Rx = reverse; / = reverse ay = ; k 

FDC = fleur de coin or coin in mint state ¥ sak cape 
= : w/ = with 

EF = extremely fine or superb io 

VF = very fine; VF+ = nice very fine, not om 7 oe 
quite extremely fine wt. = weight 

COINS OF THE BIBLE LANDS 

GRAECO-PHOENICIAN COINS 

Bl. 

B2. 

B3. 

B4. 

BS; 

B6. 

Bip 

B8. 

PHOENICIA, Aradus, c. 350 B.C., silver B9. Tyre, 332-275 B.C., silver shekel. Melqarth 
stater. Head of bearded male deity r./Galley. on hippocamp r. over double line of waves, 
BMC 36a. F and well-centered for thistype. 150.00 dolphin below/Owl stg. r. with crook and 
Aradus, early 4th century B.C., silver tetro- flail. BMC 39. F 25.00 
bol. Marine deity/Galley above, winged hip- B10. Tyre, 126 B.C.-65 A.D., silver shekel. Head 
pocamp below facing r. BMC 5. Rare. F 175.00 of Melgarth r./Eagle stg. 1. BMC 55. VF 275.00 
Aradus, 119-109 B.C., silver drachm. Tur- Bll. Tyre, 109 B.C., silver % shekel. Head of 
reted head of Tyche r./Prow 1. BMC pl. V, 6. Melqarth r./Eagle stg. 1. Cf. BMC 224. VF, 

Nearly VF 150.00 high relief and rare this nice 200.00 
Marathus, 180-169 B.C., AE 19mm. Head of B12. SELEUCIS AND PIERIA, Antioch-ad-Oron- 
Ptolemy VI as Hermes r./Goddess Marathus tem, Augustus, 27 B.C.-14 A.D., silver tetra- 
stg. 1. BMC 19. VF 25.00 drachm. Laureate head of Augustus r./Tyche 
Ake-Ptolemais, 336-323 B-C., silver tetra- std. r. holding palm, Orontes swimming at 
drachm of Alexander the Great. Head of her feet. Cohen 39. F 200.00 
Herakles in lionskin headdress r./Zeus std. 1. B13. GAZA, 5th century B.C., silver obol (0.16 
Ex Jungfleish Collection. Muller 1427. VF+ 350.00 gm.). Athenian type: head of Athena r./Owl 
Sidon, 389-370 B.C., silver double shekel. stg. 1. Unpublished type. VF/EF, obverse 
Galley/King of Persia in chariot 1., King of slightly off center 100.00 
Egypt on foot behind. BMC 17. F/VF 375.00 
Sidon, 370-358 B.C., silver 1/16 shekel. War 
galley 1. on double line of waves/King of JUDAEAN COINS 
Persia slaying lion. BMC 36. EF, choice for 
type 65.00 B14. JUDAS ARISTOBULUS, 104-103 B.C., AE 
Tyre, 450-400 B.C., silver 1/24 stater (0.48 lepton. Laurel wreath within inscription/ 
gm.). Dolphin r./Owl stg. r. BMC pl. XXVIII, Double cornucopiae with poppy between. 
12. Rare. VF 60.00 Reifenberg 13. Rare. F 100.00 

ee fs fe 



PLATE X 

SCALE = 1.2: 1 



BIS. 

Blo. 

B17. 

B18. 

B19. 

B24. 

B25. 
B26. 

B27. 

B28. 

B29. 

B30. 

B3t. 

B32. 

B33, 

B34. 

. AE lepton. 

ALEXANDER JANNAEUS, 103-76 B.Ce 
AE lepton. Anchor within inscription/Sun- 
wheel, inscription between spokes. Reifen- 
berg 14. Meshorer 8. VG 
AE lepton. Anchor within circle, inscription 
surrounding/Sun-wheel within unintelligible 
inscription. Reifenberg 15. Meshorer 9. VG 
JOHN HYRCANUS II, 63-40 B.C., AE lep- 
ton. Laurel wreath within inscription/Dou- 
ble cornucopiae with poppy between. Rei- 
fenberg 19. Meshorer 18, VF 
ANTIGONUS MATTATHIAS, 40-37 Bee 
AE lepton. Double cornucopiae with ear of 
barley between/Retrograde inscription in 
veees Reifenberg 25. Meshorer 33. Scarce. 

HEROD I, 37-4 B.C., AE lepton. Wreath, 
open at bottom, containing two crossed lines 
with inscription around/Tripod between two 
palm branches. Reifenberg 31. Meshorer 41. 
Fine for type 

. A similar piece, only fair 

. AE lepton. Anchor within inscription/Dou- 
ble cornucopiae with caduceus between. 
Reifenberg 33. Meshorer 53. VG 8.00; F 

. AE lepton. Cornucopiae with inscription on 
sides/Eagle stg. r. Reifenberg 34. Meshorer 
54. Rare. VG 85.00; F+ 

Inscription within border of 
dots/Anchor within wreath. Reifenberg 35. 
Meshorer 50. VG 
HEROD ARCHELAUS, 4 B.C.- 6 A.D., AE 
lepton. Grape cluster on branch with leaf, 
inscription above and on r./Tall helmet with 
caduceus on 1., inscription below. Reifenberg 
55. Meshorer 61. VF 
A similar piece, only fair 
AE lepton. Prow of war-galley, inscription 
around/Wreath within inscription. Reifen- 
berg 56. Meshorer 58. VG 65.00; F 
AE lepton. Anchor within inscription/In- 
scription within wreath. Reifenberg 57. M. 
57. Rare. VG 
HEROD AGRIPPA I, 37-44 A.D., AE lepton 
of year 6 (42/3 A.D.). Umbrella with fringe, 
inscription around/Three ears of barley and 
two leaves. Reifenberg 59. Meshorer 88. VG 
F 
COPONIUS, 6-9 A.D., AE lepton of year 36 

(5/6 A.D.). Ear of barley within inscription/ 
Palm tree. Reifenberg 118. Meshorer 216. F 
AMBIBULUS, 9-12 A.D., AE lepton of year 
39 (8/9 A.D.). Ear of barley within inscrip- 
tion/Palm tree. Reifenberg 119. Meshorer 
217.F 
AE lepton of year 40 (9/10 A.D.). Ear of 
barley within inscription/Palm tree. Reifen- 
berg 120. Meshorer 218. F 
AE lepton of year 41 (10/11 A.D.). Ear of 
barley within inscription/Palm tree. Reifen- 
berg 121. Meshorer 219. F 
VALERIUS GRATUS, 15-26 A.D., AE lep- 
ton of year 3 (16/17 A.D.). Inscription in 
wreath/Crossed cornucopiae with caduceus 
between. Reifenberg 124. Meshorer 222. 
Rare. VG 
AE lepton of year 4 (17/18 A.D.). Vine 
branch with leaf, tendril and small grape 
cluster/Kantharos. Reifenberg 126. Meshorer 
225. Rare. VG 

6.00 

8.00 

20.00 

125.00 
35.00 

125.00 

15.00 

55.00 
6.00 

85.00 

60.00 

6.00 
10.00 

15.00 

12.00 

10.00 

10.00 

50.00 

100.00 

B35. 

B36. 

B37. 

B38. 

B39. 

B40. 

B41. 

B42. 

B43. 

B44. 

B45. 

B46. 

B47. 

B48. 
B49. 

BSO. 

BS1. 

B52. 
BS: 
BS4. 

AE lepton of year 4 (17/18 A.D.). Inscrip-- 
tion within wreath/Palm branch, Reifenberg 
128. Meshorer 226. VG 
AE lepton of year 5 (18/19 A.D.). Inscrip- 
tion within wreath/Palm branch. Reifenberg 
129. Meshorer 227. VG 
AE lepton of year 11 (24/25 A.D.). Inscrip- 
tion within wreath/Palm branch. Reifenberg 
130. Meshorer 228. F 
PONTIUS PILATE, 26-36 A.D., AE lepton 
of year 16 (29/30 A.D.). Three ears of bar- 
ley/Simpulum within inscription. Reifenberg 
131. Meshorer 229. F 
AE lepton of year 17 (30/31 A.D.). Lituus 
within inscription/Wreath. Reifenberg 132. 
Meshorer 230. F 
ANTONIUS FELIX, 52-60 A.D., AE lepton 
of year 14 (54 A.D.). Inscription within 
wreath/Two crossed palm branches within 
inscription. Reifenberg 134. M. 232. F 
AE lepton of year 14 (54 A.D.). Two shields 
and crossed spears within inscription/Palm 
tree. Reifenberg 135. Meshorer 233. F 
VF 

AE lepton of year 5 (58/59 A.D.). Palm 
branch within inscription/Inscription within 
olive wreath. Reifenberg 136. Meshorer 234. 
VG 
FIRST REVOLT, 66-70 A.D., AE lepton of 
year 2 (67/68 A.D.). Amphora/Vine branch. 
Reifenberg 147. Meshorer 153. VG 6.00; F 
VF 
AE lepton of year 3 (68/69 A.D.). Amphora 
with lid/Vine branch. Reifenberg 148. M. 
153b. F 
SECOND REVOLT, 132-135 A.D., AE lep- 
ton of year 1. Grape cluster with leaf/Palm 
tree. Reifenberg 189. Rare. F 
AE 25mm. of year 2. Vine leaf/Palm tree. 
Reifenberg 200. F 
AE 25mm. Vine leaf/Palm tree. Reifenberg 
204. Overstruck, nearly VF 
A similar piece, only F 
JUDAEA CAPTA, Titus, 79-81 A.D., AE 21 
mm. Head of Titus r./Nike stg. r. attaching 
shield to palm tree. Reifenberg 155. Fair 
AE 24mm. Laureate head of Titus r./Trophy 
with captive to l., shield to r. Reifenberg 153 
Meshorer 238. Rare. VG 
Domitian, 81-96 A.D., AE 23mm. Laureate 
head of Domitian 1./Athena adv. 1. holding 
shield and placing r. hand on trophy. Reifen- 
berg 161. Meshorer 240. F 
A similar piece, nearly F 
Another, only VG 
AE 23mm. Head of Domitian r./Nike adv. 1. 
carrying wreath and trophy. BMC p. 9, 281/ 
33. VG 

CITY COINS OF ANCIENT PALESTINE 

B33. 

BS6. 

B37; 

ee fo) 

ABILA, Faustina II, d. 175 A.D., AE 22mm. 
Bust of Faustina r./Athena stg. 1. Cf. de 
Saulcy, p. 310, 1-3. VG 
ACE-PTOLEMAIS, Trajan, 98-117 A.D., AE 
25mm. Laureate head of Trajan r./Tyche std 
r. BMC 159. F 
ADRAA, Gallienus, 253-268 A.D., AE 19 
mm. Radiate and cuirassed bust of Gallienus 
r./Altar. BMC 2. Rare. F 

8.00 

8.00 

15.00 

40.00 

35.00 

12.00 

25.00 
50.00 

10.00 

10.00 
20.00 

10.00 

125.00 

100.00 

100.00 
75.00 

40.00 

100.00 

120.00 
100.00 
75.00 

65.00 

75.00 

75.00 

60.00 



PLATE XI 

SCALE = 1.221 

A HOARD OF THE “30 PIECES OF SILVER” 

The so-called “S30 pieces of silver’’—the 
coins which were paid to Judas Iscariot for 
his betrayal of Christ—were almost certainly 

these tetradrachms of Tyre. They were the 
large silver coins most frequently found in 
circulation in Judaea at this time, and thus 
most likely to be the type of the “blood 

money” mentioned in the Bible (Matthew 
22:15-22). These tetradrachms bear the head 
of the Phoenician deity Melqarth on the 

obverse, while the reverse has an eagle with 

the inscription: ““Tyre the holy and _ inviol- 

able’ and a date. We can now offer these 

historically interesting coins from a recent 

hoard found in Israel. 



B58. 

B39. 

Boo. 

B6él. 

B62. 

B63. 

B64. 

B65. 

B66. 

B67. 

B68. 

B69. 

B70. 

B71. 

Byz; 

Bis; 

B74. 

B75. 

B76. 

AELIA CAPITOLINA, Antoninus Pius, 138- 
161 A.D., AE 22mm. Laureate and draped 
bust of Pius r./Dionysus stg. 1., head r., with 
spear. BMC 18. Nice F 
ANTHEDON, Severus Alexander, 222-235 
A.D., AE 24mm. Laureate head of Alex- 
ander r./City-Tyche std. 1. BMC 2. Rare. 
Fair with green corrosion 
ASCALON, Tiberius, 14-37 A.D., AE 19mm 
of year 119. Bare head of Tiberius r./Female 
figure stg. 1. holding spear. Unpublished. F 
BERYTUS, Gordian III, 238-244 A.D., AE 
26mm. Radiate and draped bust of Gordian 
r./Facing bust of Astarte in tetrastyle temple 
BMC 236. F+ 
BOSTRA, Faustina I, d. 141 A.D., AE 17 
mm. Veiled bust of Diva Faustina r./Tyche 
stg. 1. holding spear. BMC 1. F/VF 
BYBLOS, Macrinus, 217-218 A.D., AE 29 
mm. Laureate bust of Macrinus r./Side view 
of precincts and temple containing cone. 
BMC pl. XII, 13. VG 
CAESAREA PANAEUS, Geta, 209-212 A.D 
AE 20mm. Laureate head of Geta r./Nude 
male figure stg. 1. holding patera. De Saulcy 
Pp. 322: VG 
CAESAREA, Hadrian, 117-138 A.D., AE 30 
mm. Laureate head of Hadrian r./Founder 
plowing r. with yoked oxen, small Victory 
flying above to crown him. BMC 54. VG 
CANATA, Commodus, 180-192 A.D., AE 
28mm. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust 
of Commodus r./Tyche stg. 1. holding small 
Victory and cornucopiae. Unpublished, but 
cf. de Saulcy p. 401. Nearly F 

CAPITOLIAS, Commodus, 180-192 A.D., 
AE 28mm. Laureate and draped bust of 
Commodus r./Seated figure in temple of 
eight columns, two Victories on pediment. 
Unpublished. VG 
CHARACHMOBA, Flagabalus, 218-222 A.D 
AE 20mm. Laureate and cuirassed bust of 
Elagabalus r./Tyche stg. 1. holding rudder 
and cornucopiae. BMC 1. Very rare. F/VG 

DIUM, Caracalla, 198-217 A.D., AE 27mm. 
of 209/10 A.D. Laureate and draped bust of 
Caracalla r./Cult figure in hexastyle temple. 
Unpublished. VG 
DORA, imperial times, AE 21mm. Laureate 
head of Doros r./Tyche stg. 1. holding cornu- 
copiae. BMC 8. F+ 
ELEUTHEROPOLIS, Caracalla, 198-217 A. 
D., AE 28mm. of year 3. Laureate and dr. 
bust of Caracalla r./Sarapis stg. facing. Cf. 
BMC 3; unpublished for year 3. F 
ESBUS, Elagabalus, 218-222 A.D., AE 26 
mm. Laureate and draped bust-of Elagabalus 
r./Zeus std. 1. BMC 1. Extremely rare. Fair 
GABA, Commodu3, 180-192 A.D., AE 22 
mm. Laureate head of Commodus r./Lunus 
stg. facing holding spear. De Saulcy p. 342. 
Rare. Nearly F 
GADARA, Titus, 79-81 A.D., AE 18mm. 
Laureate head of Titus r./Crossed cornu- 
copiae. BMC 3. Rare. VF 
GAZA, Antoninus Pius, 138-161 A.D., AE 
29mm. Laureate and draped bust of Pius r./ 
Turreted and veiled bust of City-Tyche r. 
BMC 58. VG/F 
GERASA, Hadrian, 117-138 A.D., AE 24 
mm. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of 

125.00 

50.00 

85.00 

50.00 

95.00 

75.00 

60.00 

80.00 

150.00 

85.00 

125.00 

70.00 

50.00 

125.00 

60.00 

100.00 

200.00 

150.00 

Bit. 

B78. 

B79: 

B80. 

B81. 

B82. 

B83. 

B84. 

B85. 

B86. 

B87. 

Hadrian r./Bust of Artemis r. on crescent 
moon. BMC 1. F 
HIPPUM, Marcus Aurelius, 161-180 A.D., 
AE 28mm. Laureate and draped bust- of 
Aurelius r./Tyche stg. 1. beside prancing 
horse. BMC 1. Nearly VF and nice style 
NEAPOLIS, Faustina IT, d. 175 A.D., AE 21 
mm. Draped bust of Faustina r./Cult statue 
of Artemis of Ephesus (?) flanked by two 
small deer. BMC 61, pl. VI, 5. VG 
NYCA-SCYTOPOLIS, Commodus, 180-192 
A.D., AE 25 of year 246 (184 A.D.). Laure- 
ate head of Commodus r./Nude female stg. 
1. holding spear. Unpublished. Rare, VG 
PETRA HADRIANA, Hadrian, 117-138 A.D 
AE 26mm. Laureate and cuirassed bust of 
Hadrian r./Tyche std. 1. BMC 1. Nice Ft 
PHILADELPHIA, Titus and Domitian, 79- 
81 A.D., AE 24mm. Laureate head of Titus 
r./Laureate head of Domitian r. BMC 4. Rare 
VG, circular countermark on obverse con- 
taining bearded bust r. (Antoninus Pius?) 
RABBATMOBA, Geta, 209-212 A.D., AE 
23mm. Laureate and draped bust of Geta ref 
Neptune stg. 1. holding dolphin and trident, 
rt. foot on prow. Unpublished, but cf. BMC 
5 (Caracalla), Rare. F/VG 
RAPHIA, Gordian III, 238-244 A.D., AE 22 
mm. Laureate and draped bust of Gordian 
r./Griffin 1. BMC 11. Crude but F 
SEBASTE, Commodus, 180-192 A.D., AE 
26mm. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust 
of Commodus r./Tyche stg. r. Unpublished, 
Extremely rare. Nearly F 
SEPPHORIS, Trajan, 98-117 A.D., AE 28 
mm. Laureate head of Trajan r./Inscription 
within wreath. BMC 1. F 
TIBERIAS, Hadrian, 117-138 A.D., AE 23 
mm, Laureate and cuirassed bust of Hadrian 
r./Zeus std. 1. in tetrastyle temple. BMC 25. 
Nice style, nearly VF 

TYRE, Aquilia Severa, wife of Elagabalus, 
AE 28mm. Diademed and draped bust of 
Aquilia Severa r./Astarte stg. facing between 
trophy and small Nike on column. BMC 416. 
Rare. Good 

ROMAN COINS RELATING TO JUDAEA 

B88. 

B89. 

B90. 

B91. 

B92. 

Bos, 
B94. 

B25. 

Bi iis Pe 

TIBERIUS, 14-37 A.D., silver denarius. Laur 
head of Tiberius r./Livia std. r. Cohen 16a. 
VF 
VESPASIAN, 69-79 A.D., AE sestertius. 
Laureate head of Vespasian r./IVDAEA CAP 
TA S.C., Judaea std. r. under palm tree, 
Vespasian stg. r. with spear and parazonium. 
Ric 733.0 
AE as. Laureate head of Vespasian r./IV- 
DAEA CAPTA S.C., mourning Judaea std. 
r. under palm tree. RIC 762. VG but clear 
A similar piece. RIC 489. Cohen 244, Fair 
with pitting 
Silver denarius. Laureate head of Vespasian 
t./IVDAEA, Judaea std. r. at foot of trophy. 
RIC 266. Cohen 226. F, edge chip and light 
obverse grafitti 
A similar piece, only G but rare 
Silver denarius. Laureate head of Vespasian 
r./Sow with three piglets. Cohen 213. About 
F 
A similar piece, only VG 

125.00 

200.00 

100.00 

125.00 

80.00 

150.00 

80.00 

100.00 

250.00 

120.00 

175.00 

60.00 

130.00 

350.00 

150.00 

42.50 

120.00 
50.00 

145.00 
85.00 



ANCIENT INDIA 

WESTERN KSATRAPAS 

c. 120-388 A.D. 

(Ksatrapas from the Sanskrit form of the old Persian 
word Khshathrapavan, meaning ‘“‘protector of the 
land.’’) 

These silver drachms are usually dated just 

behind the ruler’s head on the obverse of the 
coin. The dating is in accord with the Saka 

Era beginning in A.D. 120. The style of the 
silver coinage is quite Graeco-Roman with the 

strange Brahmi-Kharosthi script. The ob- 
verses reveal interesting ‘“‘eastern’’ portraits 
while the reverses bear the titles of the 
Ksatrapas. The central device, called a caitya, 

was the distinctive heraldic badge of this 
dynasty. The reverse legends reveal not only the name of the current ruler, but his father also. 

It is thus possible to trace the entire dynasty with precision. The British Museum catalogue on this 

dynasty is available from us for $12.00. 

VF, well-centered specimen......... 15.00 
Teta pete een ES ods oe, 9.00 

A HOARD 

This city, located on the northwest coast 

of Euboea, was originally colonized by the 

Thessalians. During the Trojan War the “‘vine- 

clad”’ Histiaeans fought under the command 
of Elephenor, captain of the Abantes. In 
447-6 Pericles conquered the city for Athens, 
but after the defeat of Athens in the Pelopon- 
nesian Wars the Athenians were expelled. In 

207 Attalus II of Pergamum conquered the 
city, but lost it to the Romans and had to 
recapture it in 200 B.C. 

The coins of this small hoard are all tetro- 

bols and were struck between 196 and 146 
B.C. The obverse portrays the head of a 
maenad while the reverse depicts the nymph 
Histiaea seated on the stern of a galley hold- 
ing a trophy stand. The style and strike vary 

with each coin, but all are in choice condition 

Fine, small and thick but poorly 
struck specimens—Special.............2.00 

OF HISTIAEA 

WS EE cea tasnaaseas 40.00 each 

cL ad Seamer 60.00 each 



AN OFFERING OF CYLINDER SEALS 

Attributed by Bruce P. McNall 

A. Hematite cylinder seal of the First Dynasty of 
Babylon (2050-1800 B.C.). This seal depicts 
the king or Shamash the sun god enthroned 
with two worshippers before him, their arms 
raised in an attitude of prayer. A solar disc 
and crescent, a symbol of Sin the moon god, 

are above. In the field is a small kneeling 
“nude hero” and a lamb. 

Delaporte, Louvre Collection, 102, 109, 110- 
149, etc.; Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, pl. xxvii, 
a, b, e, g. On the “nude hero”’ see Frankfort, 
DRO 

. Chalcedony cylinder seal of the First Dynasty 
of Babylon (2050-1700 B.C.). The conqueror- 
god stands with his hand on the hilt of his 
sword. He faces the nude fertility goddess, an 
aspect of Ishtar. Next to them is the crescent 
standard of the god of the moon, Sin. A wor- 
shipper faces the crescent standard. 

Frankfort, pl. xxvii, b; Delaporte, 392-395; 
Vollenweider, Catalogue Raisonne des Sceaux 
Cylindres et Intailles, 43 and 47; Porada, J. 
Pierpont Morgan Library Collection, 476-506; 
von der Osten, Newell Collection, 248; von der 
Osten, Brett Collection, 60-62. For a dis- 
cussion of the conqueror god, see Frankfort, 
p. 166. On the fertility goddess, see Vollen- 
weider, p. 47, which follows Moortgat in identi- 
fying her as Ishtar. 

. Hematite cylinder seal from Palestine of the 
First Syrian Group (1900-1750 B.C.). A king 
and a worshipper face the “‘sacred tree.’’ Above 
is the winged disc of Ashur, god of the sky, and 
there is an ankh in the field. Behind isa spiral 
pattern with two facing figures seated on the 
upper register and three standing figures below. 

Delaporte, 487-489, 492; Ward, Cylinder Seals 
of Western Asia, 858, 1024. This type of seal 
shows a strong Egyptianizing influence, best 
typified by the ankh, the sign of life. See 
Frankfort, p. 256f. 

. Agate cylinder seal from Assyria (9th century 
B.C.). Adad the storm god stands upon a 
kneeling bull and presents his “wand” to a 
worshipper. Behind Adad is a genii holding a 
basket, a symbol of power and protection of 
deities. Another worshipper carrying a quiver 
presents an animal for sacrifice with the “‘sa- 
cred tree” in front. Above are the crescent and 
star and the winged solar disc, symbol of Ashur. 
A border surrounds the entire scene. 

Frankfort, pl. xxxiii, a; for genii, see f, j, k; 
Delaporte, 354, 355, 357, 359. 

225.00 

250.00 

350.00 

1000.00 

Sl 

E. 

LES 

Pink-banded cylinder and stamp seal from 
Assyria (9th century B.C.). A worshipper 
stands before Adad the storm deity who pre- 
sents him with a ring. Behind are a spear and 
a hand, the symbol of Marduk, the city god of 
Babylon, and above are seven dots representing 
the constellation of the Pleiades. Ishtar as 
Venus stands behind in an aura of stars. The 
crescent standard behind Ishtar is a symbol of 
Sin the moon god. The stamp on the bottom 
of the cylinder bears a branch, an eye and a 
fish, 

Frankfort, pl. xxxii, b, c, f, k; Delaporte, 352, 
II4; 35D, 39%, 

. Chalcedony cylinder seal from Assyria (9th 
century B.C.). A worshipper stands before the 
“sacred tree’? with the winged disc of Ashur 
above. The king stands before the tree holding 
an ibex by the hind leg in each hand. There are 
birds and animals in the field and the crescent 
of Sin above. 

Frankfort, pl. xxxiii, e; Delaporte, 328. 

Chalcedony cylinder seal from Assyria (750- 
650 B.C.). A king wearing a kaunakes stands in 
combat with two winged sphinxes. These mon- 
sters have the body of a lion, hoofs, wings and 
human heads. 

Frankfort, pl. xxxv, k; Delaporte, 332-333; 
Ward, 72 and 104; British Museum Catalogue, 
89305, 

. Green jasper cylinder seal from Assyria (7th-6th 
century B.C.). A helmeted figure, possibly the 
king, fights a rampant lion, symbol of the force 
of chaos, as the lion attacks an ibex. In the 
field are a water vessel and a small kneeling 
animal. 

Delaporte, 318 and 501; Ward, 104; B.M., 
89306, 89438, 89790. For similar standing 
figures see Frankfort, pl. xxxv, a; and fora 
similar ibex, B.M., 89767 and 89769. 

Chalcedony cylinder seal from Assyria (7th-6th 
century B.C.). The king stands holding two 
ibexes by the leg in a typical conqueror’s pose. 
A deity, possibly Marduk, stands with arms out- 
stretched in a warlike attitude. Some chipping 
on edges, 

Frankfort, pl. xxxvi, e; Delaporte, 327; Vollen- 
weider, 86. 

. Chalcedony cylinder seal of the Achaemenid 
Period (6th century B.C.). The king stands in 
combat with two rampant lions. An ibex and 
a third lion are in the field. 

Frankfort, pl. xxxvii, a, b; Delaporte, 393, 396, 
397, 398; Vollenweider, 90, pl. 40, 3-6. 

1250.00 

1250.00 

600.00 

500.00 

250.00 

650.00 
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The following is an offering of inexpensive Roman Republican coins. 

ROMAN REPUBLICAN BARGAINS 

correspondence following. The coins are all denarii unless otherwise specified. 

aac 
S77. 
S80. 
S85. 
S88. 
$108. 
S109. 
$140. 

S141. 
$143. 

$143a. 
S$143b. 
$143e. 
S167v. 
$244. 
S275. 
S291. 
$312. 
$320. 
$384. 

$388. 
$3972. 
$402. 
S410. 
S415. 
$417. 
S419. 

S421. 
$423. 

S424. 
S425. 
$427. 

$432. 

S443. 
S450. 

S451. 

S455. 

S456. 
S461. 

$480a. 
S487. 

S489. 

S492. 
S494. 
$500. 
S502. 
S505. 

S509. 

A evar aes bispeseenerea ree ore 20.00 
AUN GIARY Gros. accesses eo 400 
ASIN ENSERUING 5051 .ccaceeesacesce 10.00 
FE SGXT AN Serre een sana tse sceens 30.00 
AE quartuncia. F+/VF........ 24.00 
ALB IN GIA Sos fos tete cc cscerens 36.00 
ACERSEMUN Clade V Gewese escsseee 12.00 
Anonymous. Nice F............ 20.00 

314] Re A ae peer 30.00 
| Rs ee eee 15.00 
AC penis oaerrre 12.00 

Quinarius. VF, chipped....... 36.00 
ASENAS Cy teen cone nes ese ae ctee 30.00 

BOOT seers 18.00 
PUTS CTIN SUG ere eterna ean re see: 24.00 
Aste CRTC TI Son Vi oteeecs: come eeu oste 18.00 
Jul BIEN avert lah VA Epes Sie ae eee 30.00 
AMIODYIMOUS HE so. sce-secesccccess 18.00 
ATION YVIMOUSS, Vi esces.s.sccasses 25.00 
ATION YVIMOUS]. V Gricc.secesss-cees 8.00 
Anonymous. About P.......... 12.00 
Anonymous V Gic.cnccc.s. 205: 10.00 
Mationdeme Dineantst scenes 12.00 
Satiketaa len Vib eaeecee meen cre 20.00 

Bie Rae reer es 17.50 
AEE ATIEAY aA) HERS toca eee 15.00 
RU AS REA Gee eee encore 15.00 
SeMipromiawee Hesse user eress: 20.00 
Pe lirtiag lop pees eee eee ace. 15.00 
dee dhivehi Rin, eee Sie eee pecan 15.00 
OTC aa lee lt eee ec sah 15.00 
rina elev INICCi yess racecars 15.00 

ABOU Ease 12.00 
1 bicat yes (18 RO goer ee ere ee one 15.00 
Rapin al Gables eur teaseinenteeess 15.00 

ABOU He. 12.00 
Gellia 1. F, punched obv..... 12.00 
SETEN TI del Oenbieme teers ace 42.00 
Maiania 1. Nearly VF.......... 25.00 

ee nee ane 15.00 
etal) Stes eerie reser ase 18.00 

Pee ee eer et 15.00 
a FUNG EI LAA) Sip APPR py Ai pee 15.00 
(eucretigeleeV ts... s.core cee cee 20.00 

Le eRe re 15.00 
Antestia 9. VF, chipped...... 20.00 

Su Mbasc tesa tiene: 15.00 
NCL ire Sia ee gore ye PL et 25.00 

| riot SAAN aA 20.00 
UNelovranew ily WF ee ane 20.00 
ROMEO CAM seiner scene ees 20.00 

ALOUD Ei 15.00 
Caecilia 29a. F, off center... 15.00 
ADU IAs Ole Bee sacest ceo sosee ast sche 12.00 

WAC hiss bye pe 8.00 
Ae Die enV at enna ee eer 30.00 

INICe re eae 20.00 
IMACTIIAN Mabisei- a unceatseer str ee 20.00 
Min UICTAR Sank saeeneieeen cee ccercecs 20.00 
Marcia 8; AbOUE Be ssccsu-cseeee 15.00 
KEASSTAINIENINTCE! Hueeaate rdrercraent 15.00 
OOine tite s ay Bees eete 20.00 

Ek: ate et coe 17.50 
Teyana en Tae Ee 15.00 

ISAC CIA oileoliscsetee pene oe ener 17.50 

S513. 
S516. 

55 17a. 
S519. 
soz. 
$522. 
$527. 

S529. 

Seed 

$532. 

S534. 

$537. 
$539. 
S540. 
S541. 

S544. 
S546. 

S548. 
S554. 

S555. 
hep es 
S558. 
S559. 
S561. 

S563. 
S564. 

S565. 

S566. 
S569. 

$570. 

so7l. 

$5.72. 
S576. 

$578. 

$582a. 
$583. 
$586. 
$587. 
S588. 

S589. 

LXGH SEE), Sil Snare My Sens etocr acer: 15.00 
lc ital a bees eee 30.00 

F, brockage.....10.00 
|Redowee Pa UNE 8 hee ee eaeee 18.00 
Anonymous. Nearly VF........ 15.00 
GOSCOMIau lie care teers tace 15.00 
[eyoakotonablsl, Gad eeerarasemrenscrnoce 20.00 
Veturia 1. F+, obv. off center 
Ree een CE Oe 20.00 
ira Sethe scseuvecat tee teense 35.00 

Eee ee recieves eee 30.00 
ViGoi aera 20.00 

Bb val ciel ee Wale one eeeeee 25.00 
Hees Sener 20.00 

j DEL Ny NY) Rhos onesies eodiee 35.00 
Re ee 20.00 

SST du le aVilinen> ecteeersconsasceae 30.00 
| Sanders senor Mone 20.00 

AUT TAd leo ae ae ane een eee ene ae 15.00 
GalidianS Are ncsce nee te oe 15.00 
lamina whe se cecee es aecseeees 30.00 
Marcia 16. es abe en ern 30.00 

Re Ree 20.00 
Sergia 1. ae Se a oye 20.00 
TP iaiek Vile eee eres eee ee 25.00 

| ERT eae 15.00 
VG ess 12.00 

[Gries o WF: Vey Poe) Se Beer an ey oh 25.00 
Aemilia 7. Nearly VF........... 25.00 

INV Gite eet 18.00 
HON CET Mem Vids neon teen sees 18.00 
/SWaRNAUEDE WA py ehtes) et nen nacre 20.00 
Memmi ag line Vries eecree ae eeesc ee 35.00 
Lutatia’, Echipped:.c........ 15.00 
COnMelarl On tate ssstene este 20.00 

yee ceenee ce 15.00 
Quinctia 6. Rough VG/F..... 15.00 
Gaesiaul Nice Hit emenwes cs 30.00 

Here neta sarees 15.00 
Wallerial alte Vilies. erecceceesencase 40.00 

| Re eerisecreoere: 30.00 
I heretics ire 24.00 

Fonteia 7. VF, fourre.......... 35.00 
(Claudia avila tec 30.00 

INDO Heeerce ance 20.00 
ela tan2 Save een eee nes eae 30.00 

VF, punched obv.. 20.00 
POLCIA roi Hewsa se mentcotoero at ae 20.00 

Fp cecctsne 15.00 
SUlpictaely wktheseneeeneet ct eetec eee 35.00 
Cornelia 24. Nearly VF....... 30.00 

Groyayel Mele aaces 20.00 
AD PULEtailh es Vile apes seceeare 30.00 

ict ne beae herrea aes 25.00 
| Pe caceconnanceen roe 18.00 
Vip SiOUre esse: 18.00 

GotlianS eV Parc eee 20.00 
Fundania 1. F, cleaned........ 12.00 
Cloulia 2. Quinarius. F......... 20.00 
Vettia Ll, Ouinarnitiss Fi... 20.00 
Egnatuleia 1. Quinarius. F+.25.00 

| er ean aereseee 15.00 
WV Gir eeaee eee 10.00 

Ea biagl Sialt-teeeseeeceneeweee st ees 25.00 
Bid eens 20.00 

S392. 

$593, 
S597. 

5598. 

S599. 
S601. 

S602. 
S611. 
S615a. 
S644a. 
S646. 

S663. 

S665. 
S672. 
S679d. 
S684. 

S690v. 
S692. 

S698. 

S699. 

$699a. 
$700. 
S$700a. 
S702. 

S703. 
S705. 

S706. 

S707. 
S708. 
S712, 

5713. 
S717. 
$723. 

S724. 

S724a. 

S724b. 

$728. 

They are listed by Sydenham number, with the Babelon 

Mini Cian Oke Vibes ee 25.00 
| RP oes ete 18.00 

Jiivare Nice bie. ee 25.00 
Porica /Ouinaruss He 18.00 

NiG he sceesceceeies 8.50 
SUN OTIa Tails, eee 30.00 

SS gsi bie 24.00 
SICILTAaleey eee ee eee ee 25.00 
Refer ial Cs 2 BAVA Re ad 45.00 

Fv ait e fence 20.00 
Servildaulis. ee oceeseeeeeaee 25.00 
Caccilia 4 Gace V bearers 20.00 
PODINCIAKO CH nesceesere eee 15.00 
Suna Oe ees ee eres Da 330) 
AN Bhat isi Rove VA) Sa RRA eo baadaned 45.00 

WiGo es aaceeautieres 8.00 
CalpurmialO SV Re. 25.00 

eee art ps 1750 
ViGsaciee 12.00 

Calpurnia 11. VF, pitted...... 12.00 
Calpurnia 13b. Quinarius. F 48.00 
A ESSEXtAns ss PeISCALGGzsssusesee 40.00 
WANTED tha NARS peace ractsrcosia se 25.00 

Eissvescstettnteec see 15.00 
F, flat strike....12.00 
NG. eee eee ee 8.50 

Aas Geese 10.00 
ae Becca eee 30.00 

Poste encee 20.00 
AbOULE ee 15.00 

F NG eee 12.00 
Tituria 2. No wear but flat 
flatistrikene ee 15.00 
Datla VE ceseccesees eee HOO) 

| Cn ean e 25.00 
ViGiiet eee 12.00 

TNiUTige Oe eNICE. V bee eee 50.00 
IG UTia Oa Viktor ee 30.00 
iturvasO. NICO Piesseereesse se 35.00 
Gomneliats 0 Vibe eee 25.00 

| RA Se eine x 20.00 
Cornelia 51. Quinarius. F.....12.00 
Rulbriavl eV bes recrcssece se eeee 42.50 

Nearly VF/F...35.00 
| Sree et eager 2B 15.00 

Rubria 2. ae eres Sa rise 25.00 
PERE AG Seok eee 15.00 

Rubria 30. a SN Eenhe Nese ak aves eeeee 20.00 
Rubria 4. Quinarius. Abt F..15.00 
Memmi ae oa Ve reweneeseee eceeceeees 25.00 

eee en Pee tn ets 18.00 
VF, off center 12.00 

MarGinl GaiV eet ere 45.00 
Fannia 4. Critonia 1. VF...... 25.00 
ANONYMOUS s\V. bene eerees 25.00 

INTC Ej ireeraeeeees 20.00 
| Rr keer 15.00 

Bomteiaso eV Bierce esctceeece 30.00 
F, punched obv. 24.00 

Fonteia 10. F BUNA aneerp eee es 15.00 
kovayteteeh Wil TER ee etnies © 30.00 

Re eee ore cet 15.00 
ARUP eM chk eee oe a 20.00 

Be vececcteesteaees 15.00 
VG, punched...10.00 



$728d. Julia Sb. EF but edge cor- Se16, Pomponia 14. F....cvcscccsocccsen 24.00 S947. Vibia 18. VF, rough surface 30.00 
OB auc tueshscvarites cane 25.00 5839. Sulpicia 7. Nice F.......cc0....25.00 ics areas sees te deces 25.00 

Niaz. Licinis 16, Nearly VF.......... 35.00 F, punched obv... 15.00 VG ate 20.00 
S735. Furia 19. Nice F...........«.<.... AMLOMUee DOO law CalOUrniaL D4 sh. iieccess 15.00 BOA PF WA La: Ln ii. ce carsdansasacees 45.00 
S738. Crepusia 1. Nearly VF.........20.00 S884. Cornelia 63. F, scarce.......... 40.00 es a pe oe 24.00 
S741. Mamilia 6. About F............. eee oe eee OTP a uvacsantetawarecs Le ce y Getta Wi sis casesocpscadeeads 50.00 
Sieoe “Antonio bw WE. ok. 25.00 Vile aecys weaaeiues 12.00 if © RO Naat 20.00 

Nice F:........... Sm ees Servi 15, F..ncsscstnnssncoass 20.00 S977. Cordia 3. Nearly VF............ 30.00 
S745. Postumia 7. F+, punched.....25.00 $901. Didia 1. Fonteia 18. Abt F..30.00 $1006. Julia 9. Foi eee ceeees 50.00 
S746. Postumia 8. VF/F..........c000+. Git) mers rE EIO dis Vr acoisalPeveysvecsspeets 12.00 Abou Fo ss 30.00 

Scratched F/VF..35.00 5903. Vettia 2. VE, punched obv..42.50 $1024. Julia 16. Fin. ciccccccascecncovececse 36.00 
S750. Caecilia 43. VF.............ccccee. 3500 S909. Pompeia 5. Nearly VF......... 50.00 S1025. Cohen 7. AE dupondius. F 40.00 
Gael: * Maarte Ad SOG OM bo. PRCIMUMA GiWih cacarcatsatasssessassace 50.00 Wir, tae abacsates 30.00 
S752. Cornelia 54. F, soft strike....20.00 SOLS. Marcia 28. Nice B.........ccsns 35:00 81044. Cotien 16. VG oo jccsicoces 50.00 
S755. Anonymous, F............00c0000 50.00 F, lightly pitted........ 25.00 S1054. Porcia 11. Quinarius. F+...... 35.00 
S769b. Naevia 6. VF......cccccecee Skies $9.00 2922. Acilia 8. Nearly EP... ..0ss 50.00 $1093. Mussidia 6b. F.........00..cccese 48.00 

Bie sates 25.00 VE... sesseessseesees 35.00 ALOU Be acsens 10.00 
POR Soi Oe, to 15.00 5923. Acilia 9. AE as. VG............04 A000 “Si pl 7; Claudia Ua. Vee cscosk ss 45.00 

S770. Claudia 5. Nice VF.............. 35.00 $926. Aemilia 10. Fu....s.eeeseseseeees 35.00 eee, eee 25.00 
S770a. Claudia 6. FH.ccccccscsssecsseseeees 20.00 $927. Scribonia 9. Aemilia 11. F...25.00 ca 12.00 
S771. Procilia 1. Foececcccccecccccceccecs.. 30.00 PF punched obv..20,00". -Sliss: Claudia io bo 45.00 
S720. ‘Prociia ove... 35.00 9928. Scribonia 8. Nearly EF........ 50.00 $1195. Antonia 42. Quinarius. F.....50.00 
RG ae Pamala. ics co cesscened 35.00 Wibirelmcicctciccics 3000. St214. Antonia WONG. oe ic ciesensk 35.00 

Tie tessa 35.00 soc weaenie OL WR ceca dasccavcvneds 40.00 $1216. Antonia 105, VG.......c..cccs0 30.00 
S774. Volteia 1. F/VF......cccccccc000. 45.00 Nearly VF....... 30,00" (Si224Antoniaylis: VG 45.00 
S775. Volteia 2. F/VFecceeccccceccesseee 25.090 S939. Coponia 1. Nearly VF......... 48.00 §1228. Antonia 117. VG................ 48.00 

BIG, Volteie Se Foc cpccscss cccssue 35.00 Piacesesseeeseeeees 30.00 CR an 35.00 
iG ieee foil” OS eee 25.00 $942. Postumia 10. F+, punched S123). ADGA 120) Go yen acnccseoen 25.00 
S7S0i Ruta 1s VET Be cccscsscdecccsisecs 25.00 Oe sais snes 35.00 81242. Antonia 133. VG................ 50.00 
S789. Farsuleia 2. VF, surface Mee ct 30.00 SIS48. POM pela 22 ev Gace ence eee 42.50 

OAT D Ss: 04) Ae rr 25.00 CBee, cant oacackak 20.00 
S809. Plaetoria 4. EF but uneven S94 Aen Vill aie den i ceaeeencsom, scee see ccaes 30.00 

eRe ne cntnecacdas snes 42.50 SOG Wai BS Tic ccccts ous cwkvenscanas 25.00 

A HOARD OF BOHEMUND OF ANTIOCH 

The capture of Antioch by the Crusaders 
on June 3, 1098 brought an end to their 
harmonious relations with Byzantium and 
also brought out a rivalry between the leaders 
of the Crusade. A bitter quarrel arose 
between Raymond of Toulouse and Bohe- 
mund for possession of the city, with the 
latter proving successful and setting himself 
up as an independent ruler. His new princi- 
pality was at odds with both Byzantium and 
the Turks as it was a vital center for both 
empires. Bohemund soon realized he could 
not fight both at once, and leaving his nephew 
Tancred’in Antioch he returned to the West 

to launch an attack against Byzantium. In 

October, 1107 Bohemund landed at Avlona 
with a large force but was dealt a crushing 

defeat by the Byzantine emperor Alexius, who forced the Norman prince to become his vassal. 
However Tancred refused to recognize this treaty and at Bohemund’s death in 1111 remained in 

sole possession of Antioch. 
The hoard here offered is of billon deniers of Bohemund IV (1203-1216 and 

successor of these Norman Crusaders. The obverse shows the mailed bust of Bohemund left, w 
the reverse has a cross with a crescent in the second quarter. Schlumberger pl. III, 4. 

PNG 2, es epee easy ones 4.95 each fe Uren ary s sans shaxvae inte eereueens 6.95 each 



EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIES 

Average Choice 

A. SCARABS, Hyksos to New Kingdom 25.00 50.00 
B. AMULETS, specify any preference as to type 25.00 60.00 
C. ALABASTER VIALS, Predynastic to Fourth Dynasty 30.00 80.00 
D. ALEXANDRIAN TERRA COTTAS, Ist to 3rd century A.D. 30.00 60.00 
E. USHABTI, Saite to Ptolemaic Dynasty 50.00 100.00 
F. AMULET MOLDS, New Kingdom to Ptolemaic Dynasty 20.00 50.00 

~43 



Byzantine Coins 
PD. WHEELING Announcing 

the second volume of 

The World of Numismatics Series 

BYZANTINE COINS 

by Dr. P. D. Whitting 

THE WORLD OF NUMISMATICS 

The second volume of G. P. Putnam’s Sons’ World of Numismatics Series examines Byzantine 
coins from the Golden Age of Justinian through the collapse of the Byzantine Empire. Beginning 

with a general introduction, Dr. Whitting provides a clear analysis of technical problems such as 
denominations, mints and minting techniques. Then he explores this rich coinage reign by reign, 
relating it to the background of the economic and political history of the Byzantine Empire. 
Invaluable to the beginner and serious collector alike. With 4 useful appendices: denominations; 
glossary for the coin types; Greek legends; and Byzantine emperors and dynasties. Over 300 pp. 
20 full-color plates; 420 black-and-white illustrations. 25.00 

Also available: Volume 1 of the series, Ancient Greek Coins by G. K. Jenkins, keeper of coins and 
medals at the British Museum. Hundreds of exquisite and unusual coins illustrated and discussed 

as works of art and as reflections of the fascinating and many-faceted world of Greek civilization. 

310 pp. 20 full-color plates; 635 black-and-white illustrations. 25.00 

REVISED JUDAEAN CHART 

New, revised chart of ancient Judaean ise oa Hrakew lo voce so OO 
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Reifenberg numbers, with the ancient Hebrew | to. one @ == | © $2 
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NEW BOOK 

MUHAMMADAN COINS 
OF INDIA 

1200 A.D. — 1860 A.D. 

by 
Donald B. Hull, M.D. 

A Book form reproduction of comprehensive notes 
and illustrations of all coins of the SULTANS OF 
DELHI, ASSOCIATED PROVINCES, AND THE 

MUGHAL EMPERORS 

Each coin and variety is presented with the coin 
photograph, the complete Persi-Arabic inscription, 

and the English translation. 

A Price estimate will accompany. 

VID DOCCT atenr een sees taene 2399 coins illustrated 

RETAIL PRICE — $55.00 

CLOTH LIBRARY BINDING 

ercoro 
Partrian 
COINAGE 

RECORD OF THE PARTHIAN COINAGE 

AMULETS 

by 
W. M. Flinders Petrie 

This Deluxe Reprint Edition describes and 

illustrates hundreds of Egyptian Amulets and 

covers 275 basic types. 

144 Pages — Deluxe Bound 

RETAIL PRICE — $20.00 
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UNIVERSAL MONEY TABLE AND 
COMMERCIAL EXCHANGE STANDARD 

An excellent chart for quick comparison and ready 

identification of the fascinating Parthian Coinage. 

23” high x 2814” wide. $2.95 

A reproduction of a wall chart originally printed in the 

early 1800's. It is beautifully reproduced in 4 colors 

on heavy parchment 2214” high x 36” wide. $4.00 

JOCL lL. MALEERSS eG: 

16661 VENTURA BLVD., SUITE 518 

ENCINO, CALIFORNIA 91316 

TELEPHONE: (213) 784-7772 


